Information Sheet Forensic Master +
Research Master in Cognitive and Clinical Psychology

Version 1.0

Educational systems vary widely between countries. To allow the Board of Admissions
to make a fair comparison between candidates, please fill in the requested information
below and upload this form with your other application materials in the My-UM portal.
This form is required to make your application complete.

Ongoing University degree
Please provide the information below about your current studies
Type of degree (e.g. BSc or MSc):
University:
Field of study:
Minor (if applicable):
Start date (month, year):
Official duration of the programme (in academic years):
Time done so far in the programme (in academic years):
Total credits obtained so far:
Total credits needed for degree:
Your GPA:
GPA's vary on a scale of......(worst) to ...... (best):
Course grades vary on a scale of ... (worst) to ... (best):

Prior completed University degree (if applicable)
Please provide information if you have already completed another
study. If you have more than one completed degree, provide
information about the most recent one.
Type of degree (e.g. BSc or MSc):
University:
Field of study:
Minor (if applicable):
Start date (month, year):
Official duration of the programme ( in academic years):
Time done so far in the programme ( in academic years):
Total credits obtained so far:
Total credits needed for degree:
Your GPA:
GPA's vary on a scale of......(worst) to ...... (best):
Course grades vary on a scale of ... (worst) to ... (best):
Do you have additional completed university degrees?
(if applicable: name diploma(s))
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Academic study experiences abroad
Please give a short description of your academic study experiences abroad. This can include
any academic study experience that is relevant for your application. You can mention
experiences accumulated during your current and previous studies (if applicable). You can
report on maximally two study experiences abroad, so choose the most relevant ones.
How many substantial study experiences ( 2 months or more)
abroad you have (report maximally two):
Experience 1:
- Year
- Purpose (internship, courses):
- How many months:
- Short description of activities and accomplishments:
Experience 2:
- Year
- Purpose (internship, courses):
- How many months:
- Short description of activities and accomplishments:

Research experience
Please summarise your research experience. This can include any research experience
that is relevant for your application. You can also mention relevant experience accumulated during previous studies (if applicable). You can report on maximally two research
experiences, so choose the most relevant ones.
How many substantial research projects did you do (report
maximally two):
Research project 1:
- Year
- Purpose (internship, Ba or Ma thesis ,other):
- If abroad, indicate in which country (otherwise leave blank):
- Research environment (e.g. name of hospital, research
institute, university):
- Name and (university) affiliation of your main supervisor:
- How many months:
- Time invested per week (e.g. 10hrs per week):
- Main field of research: (e.g. forensics, addiction, selective
attention, etc.):
- Data acquisition methods ( e.g. questionnaires, EEG, etc.):
- Data analysis methods (e.g. ANOVA, spectral analysis,
etc.):
- Programming experience (if applicable):
- Please give indication of amount of work you did
(e.g. tested 100 participants):
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- Please describe your strongest contribution to the project
(e.g., an idea, solving a technical problem, ect.(max 125 words)):

- Short summary of findings:

Research experience
Please summarise your research experience. This can include any research experience
that is relevant for your application. You can also mention relevant experience accumulated during previous studies (if applicable). You can report on maximally two research
experiences, so choose the most relevant ones.
How many substantial research projects did you do (report
maximally two):
Research project 2:
- Year
- Purpose (internship, Ba or Ma thesis, other):
- If abroad, indicate in which country (otherwise leave blank):
- Research environment (e.g. name of hospital, research
institute, university):
- Name and (university) affiliation of your main supervisor:
- How many months:
- Time invested per week (e.g., 10hrs per week):
- Main field of research: (e.g. forensics, addiction, selective
attention, etc.):
- Data acquisition methods ( e.g., questionnaires, EEG, etc.):
- Data analysis methods (e.g., ANOVA, spectral analysis,
etc.):
- Programming experience (if applicable):
- Please give indication of amount of work you did
(e.g. tested 100 participants):
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- Please describe your strongest contribution to the project
(e.g., an idea, solving a technical problem, etc.(max 125 words)):

- Short summary of findings:

Clinical experience

Please summarise your clinical experience. This can include any experience that is relevant for
your application. You can also mention relevant experience accumulated during previous studies (if applicable). You can report on maximally two clinical experiences here, so choose the
most relevant ones.
How many substantial clinical experiences have you had so far
(report maximally two):
Clinical experience 1:
- Year
- Purpose (e.g. internship, Ba or Ma thesis, volunteer, other):
- If abroad, indicate in which country (otherwise leave blank):
- Environment (e.g. name of hospital, forensic clinic, prison,
other):
- Name and (university) affiliation of your main supervisor
(if applicable):
- How many months:
- Time invested per week (e.g. 10hrs per week):
- Main clinical field (e.g. drug addiction, eating disorders, child
abuse, anxiety disorders, etc.):
- Short summary of the mission/goal of the clinical project
in which you participate:
- Please briefly describe the amount and nature of the work
you did (e.g. I participated in a reintegration programme
for young adolescents diagnosed with SZ):
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- Please describe your strongest contribution to the clinical project (e.g. optimised
administration of group therapy sessions, I started crowd funding action, etc.)

Clinical experience

Please summarise your clinical experience. This can include any experience that is relevant
for your application. You can also mention relevant experience accumulated during previous
studies (if applicable). You can report on maximally two clinical experiences here, so choose
the most relevant ones.
How many substantial clinical experiences have you had so far
(report maximally two):
Clinical experience 2:
- Year
- Purpose (e.g. internship, Ba or Ma thesis, volunteer, other):
- If abroad, indicate in which country (otherwise leave blank):
- Environment (e.g. name of hospital, forensic clinic, prison,
other):
- Name and (university) affiliation of your main supervisor
(if applicable):
- How many months:
- Time invested per week (e.g. 10hrs per week):
- Main clinical field (e.g. drug addiction, eating disorders, child
abuse, anxiety disorders, etc.):
- Short summary of the mission/goal of the clinical project
in which you participate:
- Please briefly describe the amount and nature of the
work you did (e.g. I participated in a reintegration
programme for young adolescents diagnosed with SZ):

- Please describe your strongest contribution to the clinical project (e.g. optimised
administration of group therapy sessions, I started crowd funding action, etc.)
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